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As the essence of the Public Principle，Disclosure information is known as an 
important means to regulate listed companies，to protect  minority shareholders and  
promote efficiency of allocating resources of market. It is a legal obligation of listed 
company to disclose information truly, integrallty, in time and easy to understand. It is also 
a prerequisites of rationally investment decisions of investors, and a basis of the survival of 
capital market. Unfortunately，some listed companies in Chinese have violated the 
securities laws and regulations via illegal disclosure activities，even refusing to mend their 
ways despite of repeated admonition. These illegal activities not only make minority 
shareholders suffer large economical losses，but also threaten the stabilization and healthy 
development of Chinese capital market. As for as the irregular problems for information 
disclosure of  Listed Companies, studying the characteristics and rules of behavior, It will 
have an important theoretical and practical significance which understanding deeply of 
information disclosure of capital market regulatory system and strengthening the 
transparency of the securities market.  
This paper studies of information disclosure non-normative issues of Chinese listed 
companies by the following aspects: Firstly, introduced the research background, purpose, 
significance and research profile of domestic and international; Secondly, describes listed 
companies in China the status of information disclosure as well as its non-normative forms, 
there is no standard format, presentation is incomplete, the contents is not true, the time is 
not timely, and there is an improper behavior of earning management .Then, summary 
disclosure of irregularities in the motivation, including: Protecting Shell, financing 
&.refinancing motivation, to cover up violations motivation and motivation to avoid the 
financial pressures; Then, point out that listed Company information disclosure 
fundamental cause is to obtain benefits, the interests of all stakeholders is the result of 
games. From the status of listed companies in violation penalties as no-normative 
information disclosure of listed companies in recent years, securities regulators to punish 
the illegal behavior of market response, low violation cost is an important reason for stock 
market despite repeated prohibitions. Finally, Proposing paradigm chart of standard 
disclosure. It is the joint action of the Trinity which of the theoretical framework, the 
implementation of monitoring and evaluation mechanism. And putting forward the 
essence views of three aspects of the framework. 
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题已经成为理论界和实务界关注的焦点问题之一。我国证券市场开启于 1990 年 11
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